Although the Slicing Method (SM) is effective for calculating the volume of point cloud objects (PCOs), it is restricted in terms of applicability and practicability because of a certain contingency and directional defects. The Co-Opposite-Direction Slicing Method (CODSM) proposed in this paper is an improved method for calculating PCO volume by increasing parallel (co-opposite-direction) observation and considering the two-way mean as the result. This method takes full advantage of the mutual offsetting of random errors and the compensation of systematic directional errors, which can effectively overcome (or mitigate) the effect of random errors and reduce the effect of systematic errors in SM. In this paper, two typical objects, a cone model and a stone lion base, are the examples for calculating PCO volume using CODSM. The results show that CODSM has all the inherent advantages of SM and effectively weakens the volatility of random errors and the directionality of systematic errors from SM. Therefore, CODSM is a robust configuration upgrade of SM.
Introduction
The volume calculation of PCOs (PCVC) is an effective way to obtain the volume of spatial objects [1] [2] [3] [4] , and is being widely applied in fields such as forestry, geology, engineering, transportation, navigation, and surveying and mapping [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Although a variety of PCVC methods are available [11, 12] , only two, namely segmenting [13] and slicing [14] , can be considered precise and effective for irregular objects.
The traditional segmenting method consists of six steps [13] , whereas the slicing method originating from it is simplified to five steps [15] . The main difference between these two methods is the lack of the projection link in the segmenting method. Without this projection link, the slicing method can avoid the inherent triple magnifying effects and the possible shape distortion effect commonly seen in the segmenting method [15] . However, since the shape of the slice varies with the slicing position, the volume calculation base of the single shape is bound to change accordingly, which distorts the final volume calculation results. Owing to these problems and pitfalls, the adaptability, reliability and robustness of the slicing method is affected and questioned in practical application which, to a certain extent, restricts its popularization and use. To effectively deal with the volume calculation distortion incurred by random errors and directionality of the slicing method, improvements are necessary in terms of ensuring that its theoretical model and algorithm better satisfy the requirements of practical application and engineering of PCVC.
Based on these facts and existing SM, this paper makes use of the mutual compensation of random errors and the directional consistency of systematic errors [16] and proposes the Co-Opposite-Direction Slicing Method (CODSM), which increases parallel observations and uses the two-way mean as the result, for PCVC. As an improved method, CODSM tries to foster the strengths of the original method-maintaining the advantage of high efficiency, while circumventing the weaknesses-and eliminating shortcomings such as weak resistance against random errors and insufficient consideration of systematic directional errors. To verify the effectiveness of this algorithm, the focus of this paper was a PCVC experiment with CODSM by considering two working conditions for each of the two typical objects-a cone model and a stone lion base-to analyze and compare the results of CODSM with traditional SM. The results indicate that the CODSM proposed in this paper can effectively alleviate or even overcome the double adverse effects of error contingency and directionality. CODSM is therefore not only an upgrade for SM, but also a full-fledged practical and effective method for PCVC.
Methods
CODSM is derived from SM. The fundamental principles of CODSM in the forward (topdown) and reverse (bottom-up) directions for a laser scanned PCO which is sliced horizontally are summarized in the process shown in Figure 1 . As shown in the figure, the PCO data can be obtained by object scanning; between the longitudinal minimum value 0 and maximum value H of the PCO, a set of (n+1) slices (as shown in equation (2)) with equal spacing (h, as shown in equation (1)) in the horizontally forward or reverse directions can be obtained by forward or reverse slicing. The outline boundary is determined by the outline boundary polygon
. Calculating the area of polygon , as shown in equation (3), gives the area of the slices. The forward or reverse PCO volume (j=1, 2) can then be obtained by accumulating the bottom area and then multiplying by h, as shown in equation (4), where 1 and 2 are the forward and reverse slicing values of PCO volume, respectively, while the mean value , as shown in equation (5) , is the PCO volume calculated by CODSM. Figure 1 . Flow chart of point cloud object volume calculation with opposite-direction slicing method.
(4)
In the above equations, H is the height of PCO; n+1 is the total number of forward or reverse slices; m is the number of polygonal vertices of the slice outline boundary; x, y, z are the polygonal vertex coordinates of the slice outline boundary; 1 represents the forward PCO volume; and 2 represents the reverse PCO volume. The traditional slicing [14] is a one-way SM. For basic slices, the shape is related to the slicing position (value z), and because each slice is surrounded by adjacent slices, the single volume varies with the slice and the slicing position. In other words, different slicing directions and spacings may produce different calculation results of 1 and 2 with SM. The CODSM, by taking the mean value of 1 and 2 as the optimal estimation, can objectively eliminate random errors and may also reduce directional systematic errors, thus improving the reliability and precision of PCVC results. In other words, the CODSM based on the principle of "mean eliminating error" [16, 17] has the advantage of complementary gains and losses, and thus can be considered a simple and effective PCVC method.
Experimental Model Design
To verify the effectiveness of CODSM, the experiment was designed and conducted using the highest possible PCO scanning resolution (1 mm) and the most complete slicing spacing ( ). This experiment is based on the PCO data (as shown in Figures 2c and 3c) of two objects, i.e., a regular cone model (shown in Figure 2b ) and an irregular stone lion base (shown in Figure 3a ). These objects were chosen to meet the requirements for "verifying the correctness and applicability" and representativeness. The cone is a regular object whose geometric dimensions can be measured and used to calculate the volume accurately [14] (as shown in Figure 2a ), and therefore can be used to verify the correctness of the algorithm whereas the stone lion base is an irregular object with moderate complexity whose volume cannot be accurately measured or calculated (as shown in Figure 3c ), and therefore can verify the applicability of the algorithm as a general example [15] . Figure 2a shows the precise measurement results of the geometric dimensions of the cone model [14] that can be used to calculate the approximate truth-value of the cone volume [15] . The radius of the base circle of the cone is 78.0 mm and the cone height is 188.4 mm. 
Slicing Spacing Design
For the purpose of this experiment, it has been stipulated that the slicing spacing (hereinafter referred to as spacing) is h, the forward direction is from top to bottom, and the reverse direction is from bottom to top.
The value of h is set to satisfy the requirements of equation (6) . When forward or reverse slicing is performed between the longitudinal minimum value 0 and the maximum value H of the PCO, n+1 slices can be obtained. Since H is generally not divisible by h, there are n equally spaced slices with the spacing of h and 1 slice with a height less than h (set to ℎ ). ℎ < ℎ and the segment corresponding to ℎ is identified as the remnant of PCO (hereinafter referred to as PCO remnant). 
Here
. When choosing the value of the slicing spacing h on the experiment scale, both the precision of the estimation and representativity of the span were considered.
Volume Calculation Experiment
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During the one-way forward or reverse PCO volume experiment of SM, the volume is composed of two parts-the main volume and the remnant volume , which can be calculated as shown in equations (7)- (9) .
corresponds to the main part of PCO with a height of ℎ * ( − 1), which can be divided by spacing h, while is the PCO remnant with a height of ℎ .
Equations (7)- (10) are suitable for calculating the volumes of both forward and reverse PCOs, and their mean value is the final PCO volume as calculated by CODSM.
Results
Taking the regular cone (shown in Figure 4 ) and the irregular stone lion base (shown in Figure 5 ) as examples, the experiment was conducted along their positive and oblique axes, respectively, followed by denoising [18] [19] [20] and calculation [14] of the PCO data for the laser scanned objects to verify the compensation, applicability and correctness of CODSM by both representative and general experiments.
Biaxial Experiment on the Cone
As there is forward and reverse axisymmetry along the horizontal axis of the cone (i.e., the horizontal cone has upper and lower symmetry with the horizontal axis as the symmetry axis, as shown in Figures 4c and 4d) , the selected and listed experiment calculations and analyzed data are the experimental results of the representative positive axis and general oblique axis of the cone (as shown in Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 6 and 7) . Based on these results, the analysis and comparison of the characteristics of one-way and co-opposite-direction algorithms can be performed. According to the positive axis SM shown in Figures 4a and 4b, spacings of 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, 8 mm, and 16 mm have been adopted to calculate the one-way and co-opposite-direction forward and reverse PCO volumes along the positive axis of cone (as shown in Table 1 ). As the true volume of cone can be calculated [14] (473,142,270 mm³), the one-way and co-oppositedirection volumes and their relative errors can be calculated under different conditions; the results and trend are shown in Table 1 and Figure 6 , respectively. As can be seen from Table 1 and Figure 6 , the absolute values of volume errors along the positive axis of the cone in forward and reverse SM are both proportional to the slicing spacing, and the errors are almost the same but with opposite symbols. Thus, it can be inferred that larger spacings result in larger the errors. However, the mean value of CODSM offsets the errors caused by the differences in slicing direction.
Oblique Axis Experiment of a Cone
To discuss a more general scenario, for example one based on the oblique axis SM shown in Figures 4e and 4f , spacings of 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, 8 mm, and 16 mm have been adopted to calculate the one-way and co-opposite-direction forward and reverse PCO volumes along the oblique axis of the cone (as shown in Table 2 ). For the same cone with a known volume, the volumes and their relative errors are shown in Table 2 and the trend is shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen from Table 2 and Figure 7 , although the volume calculation errors along the oblique axis of the cone by forward or reverse SM are roughly proportional to the slicing spacing, the volatility (or contingency) and directional errors have been observed to increase with spacing. However, the mean value of CODSM overcomes (or partially offsets) these contingency and directional errors. This is because the dominant direction of the one-way SM is unknown in advance and the mean error of CODSM ensures that it is smaller than the error of the forward slicing method.
Biaxial Experiment of a Stone Lion Base
As the forward and reverse shapes of a stone lion base are axisymmetric (i.e., there is upper and lower symmetry with the horizontal axis as the symmetry axis, as shown in Figures 5a-5d ) along both the positive and horizontal axes, it is sufficient to select a single axis along which to conduct the experiment. The selected and listed experiment calculations, and analyzed data are still the experiment results of representative positive axis and general oblique axis of the stone lion base (as shown in Tables 3 and 4 , and Figures 8 and 9 ). Therefore, the characteristics of one-way and co-opposite-direction algorithms can be analyzed and compared based on these results.
Positive Axis Experiment of a Stone Lion Base
According to the positive axis SM shown in Figures 5a and 5b , spacings of 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, 8 mm, and 16 mm have been adopted to calculate the one-way and co-opposite-direction forward and reverse PCO volumes and their relative errors along the positive axis of the stone lion base (as shown in Table 3 ), and the trend is shown in Figure 8 . As can be seen from Table 3 and Figure 8 , although the volume calculation errors of the positive axis of the stone lion base by forward or reverse SM are roughly proportional to the spacing, volatility and directionality have been observed to increase with the spacing. Hence, despite the fact that the forward and reverse compensatory effect of the CODSM with the characteristic of mean value can be shown in each spacing, it is obvious that the smaller the spacing, the better the effect.
Oblique Axis Experiment of a Stone Lion Base
Spacings of 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, 8 mm, and 16 mm have been adopted for calculation of the one-way and co-opposite-direction forward and reverse PCO volumes and their relative errors along the oblique axis of a stone lion base (as shown in Table 4 ) based on the oblique axis SM shown in Figures 5a and 5b ; the trend is shown in Figure 9 . . Relative error diagram of volume calculation for oblique axis of stone lion base.
As can be seen from Table 4 and Figure 9 , although the volume calculation errors by forward or reverse SM along the oblique axis of the stone lion base are roughly proportional to the slicing spacing, a high volatility and systematicness (low overall) have been observed; these show a marked one-way increasing trend as the spacing increase, which is similar to the Uturn "distortion" of a higher-order polynomial interpolation curve [21] . As a result, the forward and reverse compensatory effects of CODSM are ameliorated to a certain extent and become obvious only when the spacing is small; however, the positive effect of maintaining the calculation results centered and balanced is retained.
From the experiment (as shown in Tables 1-4 and Figures 6-9 ) and the following analysis, there are great differences in error and compensation between one-way SM and CODSM (as shown in Table 5 ). From these results, after comprehensively examining and accounting for the fact that "the smaller the slicing spacing, the higher the precision" [14, 15] , it can be concluded that, overall, CODSM has consistent characteristics and advantages of higher precision, stronger reliability and better robustness than forward or reverse one-way SM.
Discussion

Analysis of Basic Characteristics
The slicing experiment and calculation of PCO volume of a cone and a stone lion base under two typical working conditions were carried out using SM and CODSM, and the results are shown in Tables 1-4 and Figures 6-9 . In general, irrespective of the regularity of PCOs, CODSM used along the positive axis complemented and compensated the best for the errors resulting from shape contingency and directional systematicness, and its advantages are the most distinct. Although a certain degree of weakening and uncertainty in the compensation effect is observed under general working conditions such as oblique axis, the compensation is present in all conditions with the difference being in quantity rather than quality. Consequently, under any given working conditions, the calculation results of CODSM are better, more reliable, and thus more robust than those of the one-way SM.
Analysis of the Causes for Compensation
The root cause for the compensatory effect is that ℎ (height of the PCO remnant, as shown in Figures 3 and 4) is different for one-way forward and reverse slicing, which results in uncertainties and varying volumes of remnant segments depending on the spacing. Even if the one-way forward and reverse ℎ happen to be the same, the calculation results obtained by one-way forward and reverse SMs will still vary because of the directionality in the segment volumes. In general, in terms of the segment volume calculation with bottom-up and top-down approaches along the positive axis of the cone, the slices and spacing are tacitly viewed as the bottom and height, respectively, and are used to calculate the volume (see Figure 10 ); forward or reverse directionality is implied. In other words, when slicing with a bottom-up approach, the volume is calculated upward (as shown in Figure 10a ) while with a top-down approach, it is calculated downward (as shown in Figure 10b ). Thus, for general irregular PCOs, whether slicing is forward or reverse, the systematic directionality is bound to exert a systematic impact on the volume calculation of the object if the contingency of the slice shape is unknown and uncontrollable. The superposition of random errors and systematic errors coupled with uncertainty will lead to inconsistency in the volume calculation of objects that underwent forward and reverse slicing; furthermore, uncertainty itself is characterized by contingency. Consequently, the CODSM applying the forward and reverse observation and taking the two-way mean as the result can be considered an effective method and a reliable choice to compensate for random and systematic errors. 
Summary and Prospects
The CODSM that is proposed and formed based on theoretical analysis and experimentation has been proven effective and has the following characteristics and advantages:
1. The cause and source of the CODSM is a single difference. The differences between forward and reverse SM are in four aspects, namely the slicing position, slices obtained, height of PCO remnant, and PCO remnant itself. The single difference is bound to produce different results for single accumulation, which means, the forward and reverse calculations will lead to systematic deviations.
2. The CODSM can effectively overcome the directionality, volatility, contingency, and systematic nature of SM using co-opposite-direction (i.e., forward and reverse) slicing to deal with directionality. CODSM reduces directional effects, volatility, uncertainty and any systemic effects while partially compensating for possible contingency defects.
3. With better precision compared to the one-way SM when the slicing spacing is small, the CODSM is a more robust and reliable method for PCVC. 4 . The CODSM has certain applicable conditions. CODSM has distinct advantages when the spacing is small; however, when the forward and reverse axes are symmetrical (such as the horizontal axis of a cone, the positive axis of a stone lion base, and horizontal axis of a stone lion base), there is little difference between the CODSM and SM; therefore, the latter can be adopted.
5.
The CODSM has an advantage range of error compensation; the smaller the spacing, the better the compensatory effect. Figure 9 ), and the relative error openings of forward and reverse slicing display the magnifying feature of increasing with the slicing spacing (shown in Figures 6-9 ).
8. The CODSM still needs further exploration and expansion. As seen from Figure 7 and Figure   9 , it seems to have no solution to the problem that the PCVC along the oblique axis is systematically smaller than the actual value. As shown in Figures 6 and 8 , the slice shape is regular and equal in each direction, which is the optimal and preferred working condition along the positive axis in this experiment. As a result, for specific regular or irregular PCOs, an in-depth exploration of the systematic errors of CODSM could be one of the focuses in subsequent research.
Conclusion
The volatility, systematicness, and contingency of SM are positively correlated with the PCO slicing direction. By increasing parallel observation and considering the two-way mean as the PCO volume, the CODSM proposed in this paper can restrain or even eliminate any uncertain random errors caused by the irregular shape or segment volume of PCO slices, or by the irregular shape of PCOs while essentially weakening the forward, reverse, or unilateral systematic errors of SM. The CODSM is feasible and effective at balancing and reducing both contingency and systematic errors, which makes the calculation results more reasonable and the precision more robust. In conclusion, from the results of the algorithm model and experimental analysis, the CODSM is not only a development from SM, but also a sign indicating that SM can be a full-fledged and reliable method for calculating PCVC. 
